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URBAN PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS

EIP Urban Platform Governance
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THE INITIATIVE WILL CONNECT
ACROSS THE STACK
Societal Needs
Services &
Business Models

The outcomes we strive for within a portfolio of
city service domains
The operational basis by which data is consumed
to add tangible value to key city stakeholders
The ‘fuel’ that offers an exciting new city narrative

City Data
Urban Platform
Infrastructure

The means to configure, share, and interpret
exponentially increasing volumes
The base level connectivity that supports the platform

We take a city-needs-led approach to requirements engineering
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THE INITIATIVE WILL CONNECT
ACROSS THE STACK
Societal Needs
Services &
Business Models
City Data
Urban Platform
Infrastructure

Requirements to deliver new digital services that will address the societal
needs of cities in a positive manner that relates to political narrativess
Requirements to new profitable business models and the development
of an increase range of new and engaging services in the smart cities
Requirements to provide all city data stakeholders ready access and
delivery of all city data that unpins the decision making process in
smart cities
Requirements to create an open urban platform that will be recognized as
being better and as outperforming competitions with regards to city,
human and business needs
Requirements to deliver the backbone infrastructure which will be
used to capture the opportunities of digital technology and data
to enable transformation.

We take a city-needs-led approach: not the “tail wagging the dog”
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THE APPROACH TO PLATFORM
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION


Smart Cities Applications

Smart Transport, Smart Waste & Recycling, Smart Energy, so on…


Overall Goal

“Exploiting the value of city data through urban platforms”
From High Level Goals to Sub-Goals

Achieve [City data is exploited
to its full effect]

Why do we need the sub-goals?

How we achieve the platform overall goal?

Goal

Maintain [User’s experience is
enhanced by the provision of
value-added services]
S ub-Goal 5

Maintain [City data is provided
in a harmonised way]
S ub-Goal 1

Maintain [Resources are managed in
a safe and intelligent manner]
S ub-Goal 2

co-ena bles



Reference: [1]

Maintain [City data is offered
in an accessible manner]
S ub-Goal 4

Maintain [City data is orchestrated
in a market place]
S ub-Goal 3

EIP Urban Platform EU-Hub
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THE APPROACH TO PLATFORM
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
 From High Level Goals to Use Cases to Requirements Specification
Use Case: Implementable action to achieve a goal


Typically defines the system boundary and the interactions between a role (known in the Unified Modeling
Language – UML - as an actor) and the system

Principle Goal: Exploit the
value of city data through
an urban platform



Sub-Goal 1: City data is
provided in a harmonised
way

Use Cases: 3

Requirements: 34

Sub-Goal 2: City data is
managed in a safe and
intelligent manner

Use Cases: 3

Requirements: 36

Sub-Goal 3: City data is
orchestrated in a market
place

Use Cases: 2

Requirements: 12

Sub-Goal 4: City data is
offered in an accessible
manner

Use Cases: 3

Requirements: 11

Sub-Goal 5: User’s
experience is enhanced by
the provision of value-added
services

Use Cases: 3

Requirements: 8

EIP Urban Platform EU-Hub
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THE APPROACH TO PLATFORM
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
 How cities can use the requirements specification document
 This document is to be used as a guiding reference for the development of cities own platform
specifications.
 It is based on a modular goals-oriented requirements engineering approach which provides requirements
traceability

 To extract the full value of this document cities should:
1.

Identify the priority service outcomes that the city seeks to achieve to steer the overall
prioritisation of urban platform development – what are your specific goals?

2.

Perform a city data mapping exercise to develop a picture of the data landscape,
including: sources, volume, variety, temporal factors and sensitivity, data licensing and
ownership policies.

3.

Map out existing ICT system resources across the city in order to identify those resources
with the greatest potential for reuse, identify gaps and provide the foundation for a data
strategy and technology plan to fill them.

4.

Identify the requirements within this document that nest suit the city needs - alongside any
other emerging requirements – and refine and prioritise them in accordance to their data
strategy defined in step 1 and 2.

EIP Urban Platform EU-Hub
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THE APPROACH TO PLATFORM
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
 How cities can use the requirements specification document

5. Cities can create their own specification document in their own language and refer to the
requirements of this document by using the unique identifier of the requirements (which signals
to providers the similarities and deviations from the core set)
6. Determine what ICT infrastructure and sets of requirements are needed citywide to
support the urban platform
EIP Urban Platform EU-Hub
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